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Executive Summary 

Iris recognition has long been enjoying its reputation of excellent accuracy. It was shown to be more 

accurate than ten-fingerprint matching. Compared to the later, it is, however, not as popular. One of the 

main hindrances to its widespread use is the iris cameras’ high price, which is ten or even hundred times 

higher than that of fingerprint sensors or face cameras.  

Iris cameras are expensive due to their specially designed hardware, such as lens and filters, and 

extensive embedded algorithms which require powerful microprocessors. 

Unlike other vendors, most of who have to license third-party iris recognition algorithms, e.g., 

Daugman’s, IriTech has its own patented algorithms. Besides the fact that its matching and image quality 

assessment algorithms are among the best ones, using its self-developed algorithms gives IriTech more 

room to make innovated cameras to meet various customer needs by flexibly scaling its algorithms. It 

can produce either fancy cameras with extensive algorithms and powerful and expensive processors or 

portable cameras with light-weight algorithms and less powerful processors. 

And now, the IriShieldTM family, another innovation from IriTech, has appeared. It belongs to the 

portable camera category but features all the top-notch algorithms of IriTech in a secure chip to provide 

highly accurate yet cost-effective iris biometrics solution for various customers, from camera 

manufacturers, biometric service providers, to end-users like governments, corporate companies, and 

individuals.  
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1. Introduction 

Typically, to build up an iris biometrics-based application, an end-user or a biometric service provider 

needs to buy iris cameras and license iris recognition algorithms (via e.g., SDKs) to develop their own 

applications. Iris cameras are usually expensive and licensing good iris SDKs costs even several times 

more. While this business model works for large scaled projects, such as national ID, border crossing 

control, or corporate data-center security, it can hardly be used in many smaller scaled projects due to 

high cost and complexity. 

This explains why iris recognition shares only 5.1% of the whole biometric revenues in 2009 (IBG's 

Biometrics Market and Industry Report 2009-2014) although it was proven to have the best accuracy by 

extensive literature, NIST IREX tests, and recent Indian UID project’s PoC reports. 

To help promote the ubiquity of iris biometrics, IriTech has recently developed IriShieldTM family, which 

is a line of portable iris cameras with on-board iris recognition.  

With the storage and matching capacity of thousands of templates in one IriShieldTM camera, it is now 

never easier for small-to-medium size companies to make iris biometrics-based applications. For 

example, with just one or a few economical IriShieldTM-USB cameras and a standard host PC, they can 

have e.g., an access control system with high accuracy and high security for their office building. Security 

device manufacturers can easily integrate IriShieldTM chip and camera set into their existing devices 

without worrying about licensing and software incompatibility because IriShieldTM’s embedded matcher 

is royalty-free and can work with any known operating systems (OS), including proprietary ones, or even 

without any OS. Also, with its ultra-compact form and light-weight, IriShieldTM camera can be adapted by 

individuals to conveniently secure online transactions or storage and exchange of their personally 

sensitive information. 

This document presents technical overview of IriShieldTM family and its embedded algorithms, based on 

which joint venture, strategic partnership, or direct purchases can be established or carried out. 
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2. Functional Components 

An IriShieldTM basically consists of a camera, a near-infrared LED, a processor, and memory as shown in 

Fig. 1. The camera comprises of lens, sensor, and ISP (image signal processor) for basic image processing. 

During iris image acquisition, the camera control pulls image data from the camera sensor and feeds it 

to the Automated Iris Image Acquisition & Image Quality Measurement module, which intelligently 

determines whether it is an iris image in a real-time manner and rejects it if it is a non-iris one. The 

process repeats until an iris image is found. Then, the module computes several quality metrics of the 

found iris image using IriTech’s superior image quality assessment algorithms as shown in NIST IREX II 

and III [1,2] (see Appendix B for more details). If certain computed metrics are two low, the module will 

provide feedbacks to the camera control for adjusting the camera to get better quality image in the next 

iterations. If the image meets the pre-defined quality requirements, it will be used as the captured 

image and the acquisition process completes successfully. 

Whenever needed, iris template can be generated from the captured image using the Template 

Generator and then stored locally, sent out to a host device or a server, or matched with enrolled 

templates using the Template Matcher. The Template Generator and the Template Matcher feature 

IriTech’s best-of-breed iris recognition algorithms as proven in NIST IREX I [3] (see Appendix A for more 

details). 

Iris template and matching results are sent out via USB, UART, or IP communication protocol. IriShieldTM-

USB, where both data communication and power supply are done via a single USB cable, is supposed to 

work with a host PC with any OS. IriShieldTM-UART is intended to work with embedded systems with no 

OS. For IriShieldTM-IP, no host device is needed; data will be sent directly from the camera to a server 

using IP protocol (Ethernet interface).  
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of an IriShield
TM

 camera. 
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3. Key benefits include 
 The best-of-breed iris recognition functions 

 Secure on-board processing: since all iris recognition functions take place inside the hardware, 

integrity is guaranteed regardless of the host device to which the IriShieldTM is connected. In 

other words, IriShieldTM is resistant to any attack using viruses, trojans, or the likes 

 Secure data and communication: encryption and digital signature, also done on-board using 

2048-bit RSA key, ensure security of stored data and communication 

 Ultra-compact form and light weight: make it convenient for IriShieldTM to be used anywhere 

 Cost effectiveness: IriShieldTM is economical for applications of any size. 

 

4. Offered packages 

IriShieldTM family is offered in three packages: chip & camera set, module, and encased device. 

Chip & camera set: essential components, i.e., processor, flash memory, and camera, are provided 

separately as the most cost-effective option. This is suitable for those with sophisticated manufacturing 

capability. 

Module: similar to chip & camera set, except that the components are given in a complete board. This 

ready-to-integrate module is suitable for security terminal manufacturers who want to augment iris 

recognition into their existing devices or simply want to design their own branded iris cameras. 

Encased device: a final, ready-to-use iris camera, which is ideal for biometric service providers or value-

added resellers to develop application systems. No additional hardware is needed.  

 

Fig. 2. Three package options for IriShieldTM. 

  

(a) Chip & camera set (b) Module (c) Encased device 
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5. Applications 

IriShieldTM helps to provide a robust and cost-effective solution to various applications. 

 Login to computers and networks: With an IriShieldTM-USB connected to their PC, end-users are 

provided with one more security layer to gain access to the computer, together with the 

conventional username and password login. 

 Secure online transactions: With IriShieldTM camera and IriTech’s server software, banks or other 

financial institutions and their customers can be guaranteed of authentic online transactions, 

reducing billions of dollars lost annually due to fraudulence. 

 Secure storage and exchange of confidential data (e.g., via email): An email sender with 

IriShieldTM camera once successfully authenticated by IriTech’s cloud-based iris recognition 

server can encrypt the email message and its attachment using the same server. When the 

encrypted email is delivered, the recipient can request the server to decrypt it after his/her iris 

is authenticated. 

 Secure cloud storage (e.g., Dropbox): Cloud computing is rapidly adapted worldwide and is 

forecast to get over $240 billion in annual revenues by 2020 (source: Forrester). Thus, protecting 

personal data and information on the cloud has become one of the biggest security concerns. 

Currently, most of cloud services utilize a Single Sign On (SSO) with e.g., OAuth or OpenID 

protocol, the protocol with over one billion user accounts and 50,000 sites. SSO helps to reduce 

the number of usernames and passwords that one has to memorize and thus reduces the cost 

due to help desk calls about passwords; however, it suffers from higher damage when the login 

information is leaked or stolen. Iris authentication from IriShieldTM can strengthen SSO protocols 

by forming a two-factor login security. 
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6. Call for actions 

There are several foreseeable business opportunities for this innovative product. Interested parties 

please contact IriTech’s Sales and Customer Support Team addressed below for further information.  

 

1. Security terminal device manufacturers: With the iris verification market expected to bloom 

soon, authentication terminal manufactures should be ready to introduce new, easy-to-use, and 

cheap devices or to add iris biometrics into their existing devices in order to gain market shares. 

For example, India is now demanding a million Micro-ATM units to disburse cash subsidies and 

entitlements under government schemes [4]. With IriShieldTM chip & camera set and extensive 

design and development support from IriTech, it is easier and cheaper than ever before to 

manufacture Micro-ATMs with iris. The same is true with makers of other security devices, 

ranging from kiosk, wall-mounted, to portable and mobile terminals. 

2. Identity providers: As aforementioned, SSO with trustable identity providers, such as Google, 

Yahoo, Paypal, or VeriSign, to name a few, is rapidly adapted to many internet sites but that is 

sometimes not enough. A second factor with biometrics to securely strengthen the protocol is 

needed. With IriShieldTM portable camera and IriTech’s superior server software, identity 

providers can now have a chance to deliver such a two-factor authentication with iris, one of the 

most accurate biometrics. 

3. Security software providers: Likewise, application software providers can easily and effectively 

augment iris recognition to their existing security solutions, e.g., login to computers and 

networks, protecting local or cloud-stored sensitive information, or securing data exchange via 

email. 

4. Distributors or resellers: With the foreseeable market demands in high volumes, IriTech is 

seeking qualified distributors or resellers worldwide. We will provide technical support, 

marketing support, and comprehensive training (via, e.g., conferences). 

5. Investors: IriTech is open to discuss with interested investors for investing opportunity to the 

company. 

 

Contact Information: 

Sales and Customer Support Team, IriTech, Inc.   

Headquarters 

3951 Pender Drive, Suite 120A 

Fairfax, VA 22030, USA 

Tel: +1.703.877.2135  

Korea Regional Office  

Suite 701, Cheongdong Bldg.,  

1659-2 Bongcheon-dong, Gwanak-gu, 

Seoul 151-832, Rep. of Korea 

Tel: +82.2.872.3812 

Website: http://www.iritech.com Email: sales@iritech.com  

http://www.iritech.com/
mailto:sales@iritech.com
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About IriTech, Inc. 

IriTech is a US corporation headquartered in Fairfax, Virginia with a regional office in Seoul, Korea. The 

company provides a full range of iris technology to government agencies, biometric device 

manufacturers, system integrators, and OEM product developers. IriTech’s top-notch technology and 

collaborative spirit have made it the de facto key enabling company in the iris biometrics business. 

 Pioneer in introducing top quality and low cost iris cameras 

 Best matching algorithm proven by NIST IREX 

 Unique original algorithm inventor with over fifty patents 

 End-to-end solution provider 

 IriTech’s software successful implemented in US-VISIT pilot program 

 Selected as one of the biometrics solution providers for India’s UID Project, the largest national 

biometrics project in the world 

 Strategic partnerships with Lockheed Martin and Texas Instruments  

 Past and current participation in a number of national ID and governmental projects with 

foreseeable expansion to private industries, including commerce and banking. 
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Appendix A - Superior iris recognition algorithm 

 

Almost all known iris technology vendors, except IriTech, use variants of Daugman method one way or 

another. IriTech’s algorithm is better than the others in the sense that it is more robust to pupil 

dilation/constriction, segmentation error, occlusion, and image blurriness. 

 

Since iris muscles control the size of the pupil, iris pattern shown in a captured iris image deforms 

significantly during pupil dilation/constriction. Daugman-based approaches assume the iris deformation 

is linear when mapping the iris to the polar rectangular format. However, iris deformation is not linear 

and in fact differs from person to person. To cope with the non-linear iris deformation, IriTech uses its 

patented “Variable Multi-sector Analysis” method, where the whole iris is divided into several sectors 

and local deformation of each sector is analyzed separately to obtain the correct sector combination for 

matching. Such local deformation analysis makes IriTech’s matching algorithm not only resilient to 

various iris deformation laws but also tolerant to a-few-pixel error in image segmentation (i.e., pupil and 

iris border detection). The segmentation error tolerance is important since the pupil and iris boundaries 

are not perfectly circular or elliptical as assumed by most iris recognition algorithms. 

 

The variable multi-sector method also facilitates (together with the occlusion detection itself) the 

rejection of contaminated sectors that are occluded by eyelids, eyelashes, or LED reflection. Those 

unclean parts once used usually lead to matching errors. IriTech’s matcher can provide accurate 

matching results with only 30% of the iris area required to be clean. 

 

IriTech’s algorithm is also more resilient to blurry images. Conventional technology often uses some 

type of frequency transform for template generation. If the image is blurry, many high-frequency 

components will be lost or inaccurately found. On contrary, by utilizing a judicious mixture of low to mid 

frequencies, IriTech’s technology has a much smaller chance of losing frequency components necessary 

for template generation. 

With the aforementioned characteristics, IriTech’s iris SDK was proven as the most accurate and 

interoperable algorithm by NIST report [3]. As shown in Fig. 3, the error rate (Generalized False Reject 

Rate) of the second best SDK is more than two and half times larger than that of IriTech. What is more 

remarkable is that the DET curves of IriTech’s SDKs are basically horizontal, which is the sign of extreme 

stability and applicability to large datasets.  

 

The interoperability test, where NIST evaluated how each SDK performed on standard IREX records (K3, 

K7, and K16) generated by itself and by others, can be concluded as “From the "wins" row of Tables 12, 

13, and 14, the [IriTech] I1 and I2 matchers are the most capable of matching IREX records regardless of 

their source. The false non-match rates are less than half of other matchers.” ( [3] page 76) 
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Fig. 3. IREX I accuracy testing result on OPS dataset (Figure 10 of NIST report [3], ©NIST). IriTech’s SDK outperformed the 
others, with two and a half times smaller false reject rate than that of the second best SDK. 

Since IREX I, IriTech has been continuously improving its algorithm in both accuracy and speed. The 

accuracy improvement computed on the publicly available BATH dataset is shown in Fig. 4, where it is 

superimposed on Figure 11 of NIST report [3] for easy comparison. 

 
Fig. 4. Improvement of IriTech’s latest SDK compared to those in IREX I on the BATH dataset. 

The speed of IriTech’s latest algorithm measured on a PC (Intel Core i7, 6 cores, 3.33 GHz, 12GB RAM) is 

as follows.  

- Template generation speed: 8.42 templates/ sec/ core.  

- Template matching speed: 250,000 matches/ sec/ core.   

IriTech’s IREX I 

SDK 

IriTech 

IriTech’s SDK 
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Appendix B - Powerful image quality assessment 

The assessment of iris image quality is useful in almost all stages of an iris biometric system. During 

image acquisition, it can be used for real-time selection of the best frame of the streaming video from 

the camera sensor. During enrollment, it can provide feedback for the operation to e.g., re-capture the 

subject’s iris image if it is not good enough. For verification/identification, quality score can help to 

predict the resulting matching accuracy and accordingly give actionable feedbacks. 

Realizing such importance, IriTech has long been developing extensive and superior algorithm for 

measuring the quality of iris image. Its quality assessment algorithm provides all quality metrics defined 

by NIST IREX II – IQCE (see TABLE 1) together with its self-defined metrics such as texture or usable 

lower-half iris area. 

TABLE 1. QUALITY METRICS DEFINED BY NIST IREX II (IQCE). 

 IQCE Quality Metrics Description 

1 Scalar quality  The overall quality score, combining all IQCE and vendor-defined metrics 

2  Gray level spread  The extent of proper exposure 

3  Iris size  Iris radius in pixel 

4  Pupil iris ratio  Ratio of pupil radius to iris radius 

5  Usable iris area  
 

Percentage of iris that is not occluded by eyelash, eyelid, specular 
reflections, etc. 

6  Iris-sclera contrast  The contrast between iris and sclera at their boundary  

7  Iris-pupil contrast  The contrast between iris and pupil at their boundary 

8  Iris shape  The extent of non-circularity of iris-sclera boundary 

9  Pupil shape The extent of non-circularity of iris-pupil boundary 

10  Margin The degree to which the iris position relative to the edges of the image 
violates the margin requirements of ISO/IEC 19794-6 

11  Sharpness The absence of defocus blur 

12  Motion blur  The extent of blurriness caused by the motion of the camera or the iris, or 
both 

13  Signal to noise ratio  The extent of the sensor noise 

16  Gaze angle  The deviation between optical axis of the subject’s iris and that of the 
camera 

17  Interlace  The extent of artifact caused by interlacing acquisition model 

 

Among all IQCE metrics, usable iris area has the greatest influence on the matching accuracy. However, 

due to its nature of matching algorithm, IriTech additionally defines the usable lower-half iris area, 
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which provides a better indication once coupled with the IQCE usable iris area. Some samples of those 

are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 5. Sample images with IQCE’s usable iris area values = 100, 92, and 65 (from left to right). 

 
Fig. 6. Sample images with IriTech’s usable lower-half iris area values = 100, 90, and 82 (from left to right). 

Similarly, while the IQCE sharpness is a very good indicator of the global image quality, it lacks of the 

local information of the iris, which is among the most important factors for accurate matching. Most iris 

cameras tend to focus on high spatial energy, typically eyelashes or cosmetic mascara, but not the iris 

itself. As a result, although the overall image looks sharp, the iris texture may be blurry. Therefore, 

IriTech defines another supplemental quality metric, called texture, to measure the defocus of the 

usable iris region. Some samples of texture values are shown in Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 7. Sample images with IriTech’s texture values = 94, 57, and 31 (from left to right). 

Combining all IQCE metrics with its self-defined ones, IriTech provides a scalar overall quality, which was 

evaluated by IREX II [1] as the best indicator of the image quality for operational images. The 

performance of this scalar quality measurement is evaluated mainly by how quickly FNMR (false non-

match rate) improves when poor quality samples (the scalar quality is smaller than a certain threshold) 

are rejected. For fair comparison, FNMR is computed using matchers of all vendors. As shown Fig. 8, 

regardless of which matcher (comparison score) is used, IriTech’s FNMR decreases almost the fastest as 

the rejection rate increases. For more details, see IREX II final report found in [1]. The superiority of 
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IriTech’s scalar quality measure algorithm was re-affirmed with a large-scaled data set (1.6 million) by 

IREX III final report ([2], page 87). 

 

Fig. 8. Quality evaluation curve: False non-match rate vs. scalar quality-based rejection rate. For almost all the matchers 
(comparison scores) used, IriTech’s curves (green color) are the best (the lowest). “E2a [IriTech] is the best performer, 
followed by Hx and F1.” (from figure 13, page 56, IREX II report) 

 

 


